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Abstract 

Due to deforestation in Costa Rica, the Great Green Macaw (Ara ambiguus) is declared an endangered species 

because of habitat alteration by logging of the Almendro tree (Dipterxy panamensis). During this study research 

was conducted during three months (September, October and November) in the Tortuguero area, Costa Rica, 

where data is collected on five observation spots. The abundance of the Tortuguero area was estimated, the 

influence of the Scarlet Macaw on the Great Green Macaw was studied and usage of the Almendro tree, 

Sangrillo tree (Pterocarpus officinalis) and Beach Almond tree (Terminalia catappa) was assessed. In total 1391 

observations of the Great Green Macaw and 293 of the Scarlet Macaw were done. Total abundance of the 

Great Green Macaw of the Tortuguero area was 25 individuals. The Scarlet Macaws did not have an influence 

on the Great Green Macaw in the area. The Great Green Macaw was observed the most in the Beach Almond 

tree (n=444) than the Almendro tree (n=53) or Sangrillo tree (n=76). The Beach Almond tree thus has an 

important role for the presence of the Great Green Macaw in the Tortuguero region. For future research long 

term yearly monitoring of the Great Green Macaw population in Tortuguero is needed. 

 

Samenvatting 

Door ontbossingen en habitatverwoesting in Costa Rica is de Buffons Ara (Ara ambiguus) geclassificeerd als een 

bedreigde diersoort, door het verdwijnen de Amandel boom (Dipteryx panamensis). Het onderzoek is 

uitgevoerd in drie maanden (september, oktober en november), in de Tortuguero regio, Costa Rica, waar data 

is verzameld op vijf observatie punten. De abundantie van de Tortuguero regio geschat, de interactie de 

Geelvleugel Ara (Ara macao) en de Buffons Ara is onderzocht en ook is het gebruik van de Amandel boom, 

Sangrillo boom (Pterocarpus officinalis) en Strand Amandel boom (Terminalia catappa) onderzocht. De totale 

abundantie van de Buffons Ara was 25 individuen. In totaal zijn er 1391 observaties van de Buffons Ara 

gemaakt en 293 van de Geelvleugel Ara, echter is er geen invloed van beide soorten gevonden. De Buffons Ara 

is meer geobserveerd in de Strand Amandel boom (n=444), dan in de Amandel boom (n=53) of in de Sangrillo 

boom (n=76). De Strand Amandel boom heeft dus een belangrijke rol voor de aanwezigheid van de Buffons Ara 

in de Tortuguero regio. Op langer termijn is er een jaarlijkse monitoring van de Buffons Ara in Tortuguero 

nodig. 

 

 

Keywords: 
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1 Introduction 
Landscape modification and habitat fragmentation are severe threats to global biodiversity (Foley et al. 2005). The 

forests of Central America are reduced by logging, conversions to banana plantation and cattle ranching 

(Stattersfield et al. 1998). Costa Rica experienced rapid deforestation of its original forest cover up to 50% (Myers 

1980), until mid-1980, when net loss of forest cover was among other things reduced by spatial reorganisation of 

agriculture (Jadin et al. 2016). Despite the ban on forest clearing in Costa Rica, more than 1% of its total mature 

forests is lost each year since 2005 (Fagan et al. 2013). Due to the deforestation of tropical dry- and moist forests, 

the Costa Rican biodiversity is under threat (Ewel, 1999). Studies suggests that deforestation and the plantation 

mono- and agriculture may affect the function of remnant forests (Tscharntke et al. 2012). 

Because of fragmentation by deforestations of large areas of forests bird communities undergo noticeable 

changes in abundance by habitat alteration (Oostra et al. 2008). Habitat alteration and other human activities are 

thought to be some of the primary threats to macaw populations (Karubian et al. 2005; Fraixedas et al. 2014). One 

macaw species that has thought to have been impacted by this is the Great Green Macaw (Ara Ambiguus; Birdlife 

International, 2013).  

The habitat of the Great Green Macaw has declined by previous logging of the Almendro tree (Dipteryx 

panamensis; Chun 2008). Earlier studies indicated that nearly 90% of all observed nests of the Great Green 

Macaws where located in hollows of large mature Almendro tree (Chassot et al. 2002; Chun, 2008), and that in 

January the diet of the Great Green Macaw can consist up to 85% of the fruits of the Almendro trees (Powell et al. 

1999). Even though different nesting places (Powell et al. 1999) and diets are reported (Berg et al. 2007), the Great 

Green Macaw is highly dependent on mature Almendro trees for its main diet and nesting place (Jupiner and Parr 

1998; Fraixedas et at. 2014). By changes of numbers of the Almendro tree, the abundance of the Great Green 

Macaw may be influenced. In Costa Rica the population of Great Green Macaw is thought to be to 300 individuals 

(Monge et al. 2010). The Tortuguero region in Costa Rica was estimated to have around 60 individuals which could 

be a large portion of the whole Costa Rican population, yet previous estimation are debatable and more research 

is needed in Tortuguero (Jegu 2017). 

The Scarlet Macaw (Ara macao) uses the same habitat as the Great Green Macaw (Monge et al. 2012; Powell et 

al. 1999). For example the Almendro tree (Vaughan et al. 2006), and the Sangrillo tree (Pterocarpus officinalis), 

(Charlotte Faole, personal communications), which are both presence in mono-specific swamps of the Tortuguero 

region (Hurtado et al. 2013). Competition between macaws over resources can influence the abundance of either 

species’ (Burger and Gochfeld 2003). However, there is not much known about competition between the Great 

Green Macaw and the Scarlet Macaw over for foraging and nesting trees. Additionally the Scarlet Macaw feeds on 

the Beach Almond tree (Terminalia catappa) which is not native to Costa Rica (Henn et al. 2014). The Great Green 

Macaw has also been observed foraging intensively on this tree in Tortuguero, Costa Rica (Charlotte Faole, 

personal communications). However, not much research has been conducted on the full extent of the Great Green 

Macaw partitioning this resource.  

The aim of this study is to determine the abundance of the Great Green Macaw and Scarlet Macaw in the 

Tortuguero region. The interaction between the Great Green Macaw and Scarlet Macaw and their tree usage of 

the Almendro tree, Sangrillo tree and Beach Almond will be determined. The effect of weather conditions on the 

amount of observations will also be studied.  Because the Great Green Macaw mainly relies on the Almendro tree 

for its diet and reproduction, it is expected that the Great Green Macaw will be observed the most in the Almendro 

tree in the area. 
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2 Methods 
 

2.1 Study area 
This research was conducted from September until November 2017 in Área de Conservación de Tortuguero (ACTo) 

of Costa Rica, which consists of the Barra del Colorado National Wildlife Refuge, Tortuguero National Park, and the 

Archie Carr National Wildlife Refuge. The study areas contains lowland Atlantic tropical wet forests, with daily 

average temperature of 29 °C (minimum 23 °C and maximum 32 °C) and an average annual rainfall of 5,000mm. 

The area receives rainfall year round, yet it knows two rainy seasons, one in July and another between November 

and January.  

 

2.2 Observed species 
The Great Green Macaw and the Scarlet Macaw were observed in this study. Three foraging trees of the Great 

Green Macaw and the Scarlet Macaw were also observed in this study. Studied foraging trees were: Almendro 

tree, Sangrillo tree and Beach Almond tree. 

 

2.3 Survey 
 

2.3.1 Observation sites 
Observations are done at five sites which were chosen for open views and sightings by previous researchers. 

Observations sites are a minimum of 250 meters apart. The first two sites are at boat docks in the village of San 

Francisco, Costa Rica. The first site (SF1) was at a public boat dock in San Francisco along the Rio Tortuguero, facing 

east to the Archie Carr nature reserve. The second site (SF2) is in San Francisco at a private boat dock along the 

Rio Penitencia facing south-west. The third site (STC) was at a public boat dock along the Rio Tortuguero at the 

Sea Turtle Conservancy in Tortuguero. This site was facing in a south-west direction. The fourth site (CO) was at 

the summit of el Cerro Tortuguero, which is elevated to 119 metres (653 feet) above sea level. The observation 

spot on el Cerro was facing west toward the Rio Penitencia. And the fifth site (CPO) was at a private boat dock of 

Caño Palma Biological Station, facing the Caño Palma canal to the east (figure 1). Coordinates of the observation 

sites can be found in appendix A. 
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Figure 1: The five observation spots at the research area in the Tortuguero region. San Francisco (SF1), San Francisco facing 
the Archie Carr Reserve (SF2), Sea Turtle Conservancy Centre (STC), El Cerro (CO) and Caño Palma Biological Station (CPO). 

 

2.3.2 Observations  
The extensive point count methods by Ralph et al. (1993) were used, where observations are done on fixed points 

without mist nets. Surveys are done between 05:30 till 09:30 and 13:30 till 17:30. Observations are done with the 

use of a data sheet (appendix B and C), and are done visually with the use of (8x32) binoculars or through audio 

recognition of macaw calls.  

Visual observations consist of the amount of macaws spotted, the behaviour shown and the direction the macaws 

were spotted. An observation was either an individual or a group of birds. Birds that split off a group and left the 

area were considered a new observation. Yet if individuals separated from the group, remaining birds of the initial 

group were still considered the same observation. If groups of birds joined or regrouped together in an area, new 

observations were started as it is difficult to distinguish the two groups. Previously observed macaws were not 

recounted as new individuals, yet were still included in flock size indications. Audio observations do not indicate 

group size nor macaw species, but includes the direction of the call. 
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2.3.3 Behavioural observations 
Behaviour of macaws was recorded if they were visually observed. Recorded behaviours are: flying (FL), feeding 

(F), resting (R), feeding young (FY), carrying nest material (C), allopreening (AP) and allofeeding (AF). The direction 

of the entering zone and the direction of the destination of flying macaws were both recorded. If macaws were 

observed landing in a tree, the behaviour was determined as resting. A new entry is made every five minutes if an 

observation is ongoing with the same macaws. 

2.3.4 Tree usage 

When macaws were visually observed in the Almendro, Sangrillo or Beach Almond trees, the tree species was 

recorded. If the tree species could not be determined, photos of the canopy of the tree were made with a Nikon 

P600 camera and the tree species are verified with tree experts and ‘’A Field Guide to Plants of Costa by Rica’’ by 

Garagiullo et al. (2008). 

2.3.5 Weather conditions 
During survey weather conditions were recorded every half hour, and include: cloud cover, wind direction and 

rainfall. Cloud cover is determined in intervals of 25% (0, 25, 50, 75 and 100). Recordings of wind direction were 

made using a compass, and were recorded as directions N/E/S/W or ‘’-‘’ if no wind. Wind strength was also 

measured in categories; a ‘’0’’ meaning no wind at all, a ‘’1’’ meaning very weak wind (hardly noticeable, only with 

movement of smoke or fine sand), a ‘’2’’ meaning noticeable wind (leaves on trees start to move), a ‘’3’’ meaning 

considerable breeze (twigs and thin branches of trees start to move), a ‘’4’’ meaning heavy breeze (larger branches 

and whole trees start to move) or a ‘’5’’ to mean strong wind (physical effort needed to resist the wind). Rain was 

monitored on a scale of one to four; a ‘’1’’ meaning no rain, a ‘’2’’ meaning fog, a ‘’3’’ meaning light showers or a 

‘’4’’ meaning a downpour. 

 

2.4 Statistical analysis 
Collected data is processed in IBM SPSS statistics version 23, and tested for significant differences (α=0,05). 

Amount of observations of the Great Green Macaw and Scarlet Macaw are compared between ordinal factors 

(cloud cover, wind direction, rainfall) or nominal factors (observation points, tree species) using the Kruskal- Wallis 

test and Mann-Whitney tests. To determine whether Scarlet Macaw presence had a significant influence on the 

Great Green Macaw, simple linear regression was run.  
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2.5 Abundance estimation 
For estimate the abundance of the Great Green Macaw in the Tortuguero region, the formula of Monge et al. 

(2010) was used.  

𝑁�̂� =∑
𝑦𝑖

∝𝑖 (𝐴𝑖)

𝑠

𝑖=1

 

 

Where: 

�̂�𝑠= Abundance in the area 

S = Amount of observation sites 

𝑦𝑖  = The average amount of observations for each site 𝑖 

∝𝑖 = The sampled area (average distance to individuals in kilometres) 

𝐴𝑖 = The total area of the site studied (the maximum observation distance in kilometres) 

 

Estimations of the sampled area (∝𝑖) and total area (𝐴𝑖) are based on previous research of Jegu (2017). 
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3 Results 
 

3.1 Abundance macaws 
 

3.1.1 Macaw observations 
In 383 visual observations a total of 1391 Great Green Macaws were observed, where in October the most 

observations were made (n=661). In 106 visual observations a total of 293 Scarlet Macaws were observed, with 

September having the most observations (n=112). In total 299 audio observations of macaws were made, where 

in October the most audio observations were done (n=139; figure 2). In the Tortuguero area the estimated 

abundance is 25 individual Great Green Macaws and 5 Scarlet Macaws in September, October and November. 

The biggest observed Great Green Macaw group was 47 individuals at the ‘’STC’’ site in September, and the 

biggest Scarlet Macaw group was 19 individuals at the ‘’CPO’’ site in November.  

 

Figure 2: Total amount of observations of the Great Green Macaw, Scarlet Macaw and audios of macaws in September, 
October and November 2017. 

 

Table 1: Amount of observations in September, October and November 2017 of the Great Green Macaw, Scarlet Macaw 
and audios of macaws. 

Month September October November Total 

Observation days: 10 20,5 15,5 46 
     

Visual      
observations:     
Great Green Macaw 399 661 331 1391 
Scarlet Macaw 128 112 43 293 

Audio     
observations:  92 139 68 299 
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3.1.2 Time of observations 
The most Great Green Macaws were observed between 14:30 till 14:59 (n=259), and the most Scarlet Macaws 

were observed between 16:30 till 16:59 (n=88; figure 3). No Great Green Macaws were observed during 17:00 

till 17:30, and no Scarlet Macaws during 14:00 till 14:29. 

There is a significant difference of Great Green Macaw observations between 14:00 till 14:29 and 14:30 till 14:59 

(p=0,020). There is a significant difference of Scarlet Macaw observations between 08:00 till 08:29 and 08:30 till 

08:59 (p=0,030). The Great Green Macaw and Scarlet Macaw were in total more observed in the afternoon 

(n=995; n=161), than in the morning (n=396; n=132).  

 

Figure 3: Amount of observed Great Green Macaws, Scarlet Macaws or audios during observation times in September, 
October and November. 

 

3.1.3 Interaction macaws 
The amount of observed Scarlet Macaws did not have a significant influence on the amount of observed Great 

Green Macaws (p=0,077). A weak positive linear correlation was found (r=0,454), which indicates that the 

Great Green Macaw is independent on the Scarlet Macaw (figure 4). The Scarlet Macaw did also not have a 

significant influence on the Great Green Macaw if either morning or afternoon were tested separately 

(p=0,192; p=0,086). For both morning and afternoon weak positive linear correlations were found (r=0,514; 

r=0,642). 

Also during observations groups of the Great Green Macaw have been seen ‘’flying’’ together with groups of 

the Scarlet Macaw, of which, twice at ‘’SF2’’ and once at ‘’CPO’’ site. The macaw species are also seen ‘’resting’’ 

together once in Almendro trees at the ‘’SF2’’ site. 

 

Figure 4: Percentage of the amount of the Great Green Macaw or Scarlet Macaw observed during observation times. 
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3.1.4 Locations of observations 

The observation spot had a significant influence on the amount of observations of the Great Green Macaw, 

Scarlet Macaw and audio observations (p=0,000; p=0,000 p=0,000). 

The Great Green is observed significantly more at the STC site than any other observation sites, were as the CPO 

site had the least observations of the Great Green Macaw (table 2). The Scarlet Macaw was observed significantly 

more at the SF2 site than any other observation sites, and the STC site had the least observations. Most audio 

observations were done on the CO site, and the least at the STC site (table 2). 

 

Table 2: Locations of where the amount of observations of the Great Green Macaw, Scarlet Macaw or audios of macaws are 
observed in September, October and November 2017. *Significant difference according to Mann-Whitney test (Appendix 
D). 

Observation site CPO CO SF1 SF2 STC Total 

Visual        
observations:       
Great Green 
Macaw 

136 344 196 308 407* 1391 

Scarlet Macaw 29 72* 67 107* 18 293 

Audio       
observations:  47 103 90 28 31 299 

 

 

3.2 Behaviour 
 

3.2.1 Behaviour of the Great Green Macaw 
1098 ‘’flying’’ behaviours were observed of the Great Green Macaw. During observations in trees, 252 ‘’resting’’ 

behaviours, 256 ‘’feeding’’ behaviours and 15 ‘’allopreening’’ behaviours are observed of the Great Green 

Macaw. The Great Green Macaw was not observed ‘’feeding young’’, ‘’carrying nest material’’ and ‘’allofeeding’’. 

 

3.2.2 Behaviour of the Scarlet Macaw 
The Scarlet Macaw is observe 230 times ‘’flying’’. During observations in trees, 123 ‘’resting behaviours, 32 

‘’feeding’’ behaviours, 19 ‘’allopreening’’ behaviours and 6 ‘’allofeeding’’ behaviours are observed of the Scarlet 

macaw. The Scarlet Macaw was not observed ‘’feeding young’’ and ‘’carrying nest material’’.  
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3.3 Tree usage 
The Great Green Macaw was observed significantly more in the Beach Almond tree, than in the Almendro 

(p=0,006) or Sangrillo tree (p=0,008). The Great Green Macaw used the Beach Almond tree the most for ‘’resting’’ 

(n=188), and solely for ‘’feeding’’ (n=256). Of which nearly all ‘’feeding’’ observations were made at the STC 

observation site (n=222), at the SF1 site 20 and at SF2 14 observations. The Great Green Macaw was only 

observed ‘’allopreening’’ in the Sangrillo tree (n=24) at the SF2 site (table 3). 

No significant interaction was found between the Scarlet Macaw and the usage of the Almendro tree, Sangrillo 

tree or Beach Almond tree (p=0,169). In total the Scarlet Macaw was observed the most in the Sangrillo tree 

(n=52), in which 50 ‘’resting’’ observations were made. The Scarlet Macaw was only observed feeding at the SF2 

site, where most ‘’feeding’’ observations were in the Beach Almond tree (n=20) and others in the Sangrillo tree 

(n=2). The Scarlet Macaw was not observed feeding from the Almendro tree (Table 3). 

 

Table 3: Amount of behaviour observations of the Great Green Macaw and Scarlet Macaw in September, October and 
November 2017, separated by the trees in which they were observed. *Significant difference according to Mann-Whitney 
test 

Tree species Almendro tree Sangrillo tree Beach Almond tree 

Total behaviours  
Great Green Macaw 

73 76 444* 

Resting 73 52 188 
Feeding - - 256 
Allopreening - 24 - 
    

Total behaviours Scarlet 
Macaw 

49 52 24 

Resting 49 50 4 
Feeding - 2 20 
Allopreening - - - 
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3.4 Weather Conditions 
 

3.4.1 Cloud cover 
Cloud cover did not significantly influence the amount of observations of the Great Green Macaw, Scarlet Macaw 

or audio observations (p=0,172; p=0,441; p=0,273). Most observations of the Great Green Macaw (n=220) Scarlet 

Macaw (n=60) and audio (n=151) are made during a 100% cloud cover, in addition to a 0% cloud cover where the 

least amount of observations of the Great Green Macaw (n=10) and audio (n=9) are made. The Scarlet Macaw is 

the least observed during a 50% cloud cover (n=10; figure 5).  

 

Figure 5: Percentage of the amount of observations of Great Green Macaws, Scarlet Macaws or audio observations during a 
percentage (0; 25; 50; 75; 100) of cloud cover. 

 

3.4.2 Wind strength 
Wind strength did not significantly influence the amount of observations of the Great Green Macaw, Scarlet 

Macaw and audio observations (p=0,106; p=0,881; p=0,645). Most observations of the Great Green Macaw 

(n=147) Scarlet Macaw (n=53) are made during a wind strength of ‘’1’’. The most audio observations (n=95) are 

made during a ‘’0’’ wind strength. The least amount of Great Green Macaws (n=4), Scarlet Macaws (n=1) and audio 

observations (n=4) are done during a ‘’4’’ wind strength. No macaw observations are made at wind strength ‘’5’’ 

(figure 6). 

 

Figure 6: Percentage of the amount of observations of Great Green Macaws, Scarlet Macaws or audio observations during 
‘’0’’ no wind, ‘’1’’ very weak wind, ‘’2’’ noticeable wind, ‘’3’’ considerable breeze ‘’4’’ heavy breeze and ‘’5’’ strong wind. 
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3.4.3 Rainfall  
Rain had a significant influence on the observation of the Great Green Macaw (p=0,000). During no rain, the 

Great Green Macaw was more observed compared with a ‘’4’’ rain (p=0,004). No significant interaction was 

found between the amount of observed Great Green Macaws during no rain ‘’0’’ and mist ’’2’’ or rain ‘’3’’ 

(p=0,217; p=0,076). All weather conditions do not have a significant influence on the observation of the Scarlet 

Macaw (p=0,308). 

Rain has a significant influence on audio observations (p=0,007). During no rain ‘’1’’ and mist ‘’2’’, significant 

more audio observations were recorded than during a ‘‘4’’ rain (p=0,027; p=0,021). Audio recordings were not 

significant different between no rain ‘’0’’ and a ‘’3’’ rain (p=0,490). 

During no rain ‘’0’’ the most observations of the Great Green Macaw (n=1633), Scarlet Macaw (n=378) or audio 

(n=293) are made. During mist ‘’2’’ no observations of the Great Green Macaw and Scarlet Macaw are made. The 

Great Green Macaw was not observed during a ‘‘4’’ rain (figure 7). 

 

Figure 7: Percentages of amount of observations of the Great Green Macaw, Scarlet Macaw or audio during no rain ’’1’’, 
mist ‘’2’’, light rain ‘’3’’ and hard rain ‘’4’’. 
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4 Discussion 
This research looked for the abundance of the Great Green Macaw in the Tortuguero area, the influence of 

environmental factors (Tree species and Scarlet Macaws) and meteorological influences on the presence of the 

Great Green Macaw.  

Previous Great Green Macaw population assessments in Costa Rica estimated a population of 300 individuals 

(Monge et al. 2010). During our study the abundance of the Great Green Macaw in Tortuguero was estimated to 

be 21 individuals, which could represent 7% of the Costa Rican population. Although flocks of 47 individuals of 

the Great Green Macaw were observed in Tortuguero, it is known that the Great Green Macaw to form non-

breeding flocks that come from wider areas (Birdlife International, 2013). Previous observations during the 

reproduction period by the studies of Jegu (2017), indicated a Great Green Macaw abundance of 61 individuals 

in Tortuguero. Given that concentrations of macaws in an area increase during the reproduction period (Monge 

et al. 2010), and that our study is conducted prior to the reproduction period of the Great Green Macaw, this 

might influenced our abundance estimation. 

During survey, the Great Green Macaw was observed the most during 14:30 till 14:59 (n=259) in September, 

October and November. Studies conducted by Monge et al. (2010), indicate that in April and May the highest 

activity of the Great Green Macaw is at 06:00 and at 16:00 in Costa Rica. The activity of the Great Green Macaw 

in the afternoon corresponds with our observations, yet the morning does not. During breeding season in April, 

young of the Great Green Macaw are more active due to a higher food requirement (Powell et al. 1999). Since 

our study was conducted before breeding season, this might indicate that food requirements were lower. 

Therefore, less time could have been spent on foraging. In addition, feeding young and carrying nest material 

behaviours were not seen in this study. This could have made a difference in the daily activity of the macaws.  

The presence of the amount of Scarlet Macaws in this research did not have an influence on the amount 

observation of the Great Green Macaw. The Scarlet Macaw was a rare sighting in north-east of Costa Rica, yet 

recently starting to get observed in the Tortuguero region (Jegu, 2017). The Scarlet Macaw might generate a 

bigger population in the Tortuguero region over time. Previous studies of Brightsmith (2005) and Burger and 

Gochfeld (2004) observed that Scarlet Macaws had confrontational fights and aggressive encounters over 

resources. Territorial behaviour thus can have an influence at resources, and overtime could potentially influence 

the amount of observations of the Great Green Macaw. 

Both macaw species where expected to mainly be observed in the Almendro tree. Yet the Great Green Macaw 

was observed more often in the Beach almond tree than in the Almendro tree. Reliance of the Great Green 

Macaw on the Beach Almond trees in Tortuguero has previously been recorded by the research of Jegu (2017). 

During this study, the Great Green Macaw was only observed ‘’feeding’’ of the Beach Almond tree, which was in 

September, October and November. Fruiting of the Beach Almond trees in Costa Rica can differ regionally as it is 

a non-native tree, yet in Costa Rica the fruits ripen from January till April (Flores, 1992). Additionally macaws in 

Costa Rica are known to feed from this tree year round (Matuzak et al. 2008), which makes it debatable if the 

Beach Almond tree seasonally influences the amount of observations of the Great Green Macaw. 

Although the Beach Almond tree seems to play an important role in the Tortuguero region for activity of the 

Great Green Macaw, it should be taken in account that the Beach Almond tree is a non-native species. 

Introduction of non-native plant species have shown to be able to lower native plant diversity (Sullivan et al. 

2007). Distribution of Beach Almond tree seeds by Costa Rican bats and squirrels has described by Zuchowski 

(2007), and during our observations by the Great Green Macaw (figure 8). Since the Beach Almond tree is a 

relative new tree to Costa Rica its distribution could have an influence on resident forests.  
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Figure 8: A Great Green Macaw transporting a fruit of the Beach Almond tree (Lower-Right arrow). Photo taken on 2 Jan. 
2018 (San Francisco, Costa Rica). 

The Sangrillo tree fruits in October (Migeot and Imbert 2012) in the Tortuguero area (COTERC unpubl. data 2017), 

whereas the Almendro tree starts fruiting in December (Gargiullo et al. 2008). In addition to the fruits of the 

Almendro tree, the fruits of the Sangrillo tree were present during our observations in October. Because seeds 

of the Sangrillo tree (3 centimetres) are smaller than Beach Almond tree seeds (6 centimetres; Zuchowski, 2007), 

the optimal foraging theory can be a reason the Great Green Macaw does not feed on the Sangrillo tree. The 

optimal foraging theory describes how an animal will select its most efficient foraging methods (Campbell, 1987). 

In order to consume the same amount of biomass as of the Beach Almond tree it could be that the Great Green 

Macaw needs to spend more time, and consume more fruits, of the Sangrillo tree.  

Cloud cover did not have an influence on the amount of observations of the Great Green Macaw, Scarlet Macaw 

or audio. In the research of Renton (2002), data indicated that cloud cover also did not influence the amount of 

macaws observed. Yet Renton’s observations of macaws were influenced by temperature, where during colder 

days less observations were done. Temperature might have influenced our observations. During survey times of 

05:30 till 09:30 temperatures in Tortuguero can rise 6 Celsius, where warmest temperatures of the day are 

measured (COTERC unpubl. data 2017). The temperature could potentially influence the activity of the Great 

Green Macaw. 

Observations of the Great Green Macaw, Scarlet Macaw and audio were not influenced by the strength of the 

wind. Yet seen is that no observations are done during a ‘’5’’ wind strength. Flight of larger macaw species are 

with slow and steady wing beats above the canopies, and rest in between to rest and conserve energy (Whitney, 

1996). Not flying in between harder wind strengths could still be one of the energy conserving methods, yet this 

was seen in our studies  

During rain, less observations of the Great Green Macaw were made, than during moments without rain. In a 

study conducted by Berg et al. (2007), results show that during peaks of rainy months in Ecuador, the Great 

Green Macaw is less observed. This correlation of results confirm that the Great Green Macaw is less observed 

during rain. During rain macaws do not migrate to resources (Brightsmith, 2004), which might makes it harder to 

observe them. During take-offs and landings macaws are calling more, but also contextual information can be 

spread through calls of macaws (Fernández and Martella 2000). This could be the reason that the rain had an 

influence on the amount of audio observations during this research. During mist more audio observations are 

done than during no rain and mist. During mist visibility of the observer gets restricted, where presence of 

macaws mostly is possible to be perceived through audio.  
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5 Recommendations 
Since macaw activity can change seasonally and annually, yearly observations and abundance estimations of the 

Great Green Macaw in the Tortuguero region have to be done to confirm its population status and fluctuations. 

Because the Scarlets are still capable to influence the Great Green Macaw population over time, the Scarlet 

Macaw should be monitored as the Great Green Macaw. Morning activities of the Great Green Macaw were 

lower in our study when compared with results of Monge et al. (2010). To get a clear view on the highest average 

daily activity of the Great Green Macaw in Tortuguero, a year round study is needed on the activity of the Great 

Green Macaw to determine its fluctuations and average activity. 

Tree usage data of the Great Green Macaw in this study and data of the study by Jegu (2017) indicate the Beach 

Almond tree plays an important for its presence in the Tortuguero region. The phenological development of the 

Beach Almond tree needs to be studied in order to determine if the Great Green Macaw is seasonally influenced 

by its fruit production and availability. Since the Great Green Macaw was only observed feeding from the Beach 

Almond trees, and not from Sangrillo trees which were also fruiting, the edible biomass of the fruits of the 

Sangrillo tree and Beach Almond tree needs to be analysed and compared. This to see if the optimal foraging 

theory plays a role in tree favouring. Because the Beach Almond tree is a non-native tree species in Costa Rica, 

and could potentially influence original surrounding forests, its impact and distribution should be assessed. 
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Appendix A: Coordination’s of observation points 

 
 Observation point Coordinates Description 

1 SF1 N ‘’10.578023’’, W ‘’-83.522011’’ At a private boat dock in San Francisco, Tortuguero. Along the Rio Penitencia. 

2 SF2 N ‘’10.578028’’, W ’’-83.524538’’ At a private boat dock in San Francisco, Tortuguero. Along the Rio Tortuguero. 

3 STC N ‘’10.549626’’, W ’’-83.506501’’ At the boat dock of the visitors centre of the Sea Turtle Conservancy centre in Tortuguero. 

4 CO N ‘’10.584875’’, W ‘’-83.528596’’ At the summit of the el Cerro mountain, Tortuguero. 

5 CPO N ‘’10.594168’’, W ‘’-83.528396’’ At the boat dock of Caño Palma Biologial Station, Tortuguero. 
 

       Names, coordinates and descriptions of all the observation points. 
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Appendix B: Data sheet Macaw Surveys 

 
Macaw Survey – Estación Biologica Caño Palma Date:  Team:  Location:   Start/End Time:     

 

Time                   

Cloud Cover (%)                   

Wind Dir/Str                   

Rain                    

      

Visual & Audio Observations 

# Obs. Obs. Time Vis/Aud #Gr #Sc #Mc Behavior Direction Comments 

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

 
Data sheet used during macaw survey for observations. (Source: COTERC 2017) 
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Appendix C: Legend data sheet Macaw Surveys 
 

Macaw Survey – Estacion Biologica Caño Palma Date:  Team:   Observation Site:   Start/End Time:  

        

Visual & Audio Observations 

# Obs. Obs. Time Vis/Aud #Gr #Sc #Mc Behavior Direction Comments 

1 7:10 Vis 5 2 0 FL N->S Example- both flying together 

1 7:16 Vis 2 0 0 F W Example- in Almendro tree 

2 8:53 Aud 0 0 ✔ - - Example 

 

Legend Visual & Audio  

 
# Obs: Observation number (1,2,3,…) 
 
Obs. Time: Start time of observation 
 
Vis/Aud: Visual or Audio observation 
Aud: Make a new entry (within same # Obs.) every 5 min if observation is ongoing and 
direction remained the same. Otherwise start new # Obs. 
Vis: Make a new entry (within same # Obs.) every 5 min if observation is ongoing and birds 
remained within sight. Otherwise start new # Obs. 
 
# Gr: Number of Green Macaws (only Vis) 
# Sc: Number of Scarlet Macaws (only Vis) 
# Mc: Number of Macaws (if species unknown) (only Vis) 
 
Direction: N/E/S/W (Vis & Aud) 
 
Behaviour (only Vis): FL (flying), F (feeding), R (resting), FY (feeding young), C (carrying nest 
material), AP (allopreening), AF (allofeeding) 

Legend Weather 

 
Record at beginning of survey and repeat every 30min.  If 
observations occur in between weather checks, note any 
weather changes in comments section.   
 
Cloud Cover %: 0/25/50/75/100 
 
Wind Direction: N/E/S/W or “-“ if no wind 
 
Wind Strength:  
0 – no wind at all 
1 – very weak wind, hardly noticeable, only with smoke or fine 
sand 
2 – noticeable wind, leaves start to move 
3 – considerable breeze, twigs and thin branches start to move 
4 – heavy breeze, larger branches and whole trees start to move 
5 – strong winds, physical effort needed to resist the wind, rain 
falls basically horizontally 
 
Rain: 1 no rain; 2 fog; 3 drizzle, 4 rain 

Material 

 
Compass 
Binoculars 
Data Sheet 
Pencil 
Clipboard 
Watch 

 
Legend for the usage of the data sheet of the macaw survey (Source: COTERC 2017). 
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Appendix D: Statistical analysis observation locations 
 

P valuables after comparing amount of observations of the Great Green Macaw on all observation sites. *Significant difference according to Mann-Whitney test. 

Locations: CPO CO SF1 SF2 STC 

 CPO - 0,438 0,858 0,000* 0,000* 
CO 0,438 - 0,038* 0,050* 0,000* 
SF1 0,858 0,038* - 0,000* 0,000* 
SF2 0,000* 0,050* 0,000* - 0,000* 
STC 0,000* 0,000* 0,000* 0,000* - 

 
P valuables after comparing amount of observations of the Scarlet Macaw on all observation sites. *Significant difference according to Mann-Whitney test. 

Locations: CPO CO SF1 SF2 STC 

 CPO - 0,000* 0,587 0,000* 0,317 
CO 0,000* - 0,000* 0,000* 0,010* 
SF1 0,587 0,000* - 0,000* 0,006* 
SF2 0,000* 0,000* 0,000* - 0,000* 
STC 0,317 0,010* 0,006* 0,000* - 

 

P valuables after comparing amount of audio observations of Macaws on all observation sites. *Significant difference according to Mann-Whitney test. 

Locations: CPO CO SF1 SF2 STC 

 CPO - 0,000* 0,361 0,000* 0,129 
CO 0,000* - 0,085 0,904 0,498 
SF1 0,361 0,085 - 0,059 0,525 
SF2 0,000* 0,904 0,059 - 0,430 
STC 0,129 0,498 0,525 0,430 - 

 


